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SSUUMMMMAARRYY  ::    
 

We wish you a good start 

to summer! Enjoy the 

Newsletter. 

 

NNEEWWSS  FFIILLEE  

CCoommmmuunniittyy  AAccccoommppaanniimmeenntt  PPrroojjeeccttss  iinn  tthhee  

CCCCCC--CCUURRAA  TTeerrrriittoorryy  

By Steve Plante. 

As you have seen, this year we were able to develop and put in place a 

framework for the CCC-CURA (for example: an annual meeting, the 

memorandum of understanding, creation of committees, first workshops 

on cartography, basic development of the Multi Site Longitudinal Project, 

etc.). The management team thanks you for your patience and for your 

participation when we required feedback, sometimes rather quickly, to 

better direct our collective project. Moreover, in the 

next newsletter we will present the portrait of CCC-CURA activities 

in another part of the territory.  

Today, I would like to bring your attention to two projects involving the 
CCC-CURA.  The first is a project elaborated in co-construction between 
one of the partners-in-practice and the following CURA researchers: Dr. 
Raynald Cloutier of the North Shore Public Health Management (DSP), 
Geneviève Brisson of Québec National Institute of Public Health (INSQ) 
and Steve Plante of the University of Québec at Rimouski.  This innovative 
project is the result of an agreement between Public Health Management, 
the Department of Public Safety (MSP) and the Regional Conference of the 
Elected (CRÉ) of the North Shore and the CCC-CURA within the 
frameworks of the punctual projects. 
The hired resource person (Iseult Séguin Aubé) will have two years to 
develop a social diagnosis (identifying “groups” of concerned local actors, 
creating a list of citizens’ concerns, perceptions and wishes concerning 
coastal risks, creating a list of community strengths that are in place, and 
the activities that have been put in place to deal with coastal risks, and 
finally, appraising the psychological and social dangers associated with the 
different risks and solutions that have been identified) and a territorial 
dialogue (to encourage participation, establish a location for dialogue and 
meetings between the actors, develop a common language, increase the 
mutual understanding of coastal risks and the means of adaptation, 
identify concrete limits and realities of the area and propose a mediation 
between the parties involved in order to improve the social aspects of risk 
management).  Under the supervision of  the CCC-CURA team, this project 
acts as a starting point to promote the emergence of a more open climate 
of trust and confidence, in hopes of creating suitable and innovative 
solutions in collaboration with at least three North Shore communities.  
Also, with this accompaniment project of coastal communities of the 

North Shore we aim to equip the municipality, decision-makers, 

spokespersons and citizens to begin a constructive dialogue about the 

process of management and prevention of coastal risks.   

This initiative will allow the co-construction of a common 

perspective among all the actors in the study area, in order to 

reinforce the capacity for community resilience through actions 

that are anchored in the realities of the North Shore. 

The second project that I am happy to tell you about will develop a 

permanent exhibit in the “Vieux Presbytère” (Old Presbytery) of 

Ste-Flavie (Bas-Saint-Laurent, Québec) that presents the 

testimonies of the inhabitants of this village who were greatly 

affected by the storm of December 6
th

, 2010.   The project 

manager, Mr Jean-David Papa of the Social and Economic 

Development Committee of Ste-Flavie came to meet the CCC-

CURA team in Rimouski in order to develop a system for collecting 

the interviews which will help to populate thematic components 

of the exposition.  We have an opportunity to collect testimonies 

concerning the experience of the storm, the support that the 

community received, the role of government, and how the 

residents of Ste-Flavie envision the future in a changing 

community.  This exposition is a step in the process of building 

resilience because the project will allow people to better 

understand and accept what has happened to their fellow citizens 

and their community.  Such an acceptance stage is essential to 

allow disaster victims to move forward.  

In addition to the rewards from the human perspective, these two 
projects offer us an opportunity to document and explore many 
dimensions of environmental change which will doubtless inspire 
capacity building for resilience that will be undertaken in other 
communities in our Longitudinal Multi Site Project which is 
currently being elaborated.  These documented experiences will 
improve the comparative base (number of targeted communities) 
and will help in the creation of tools that could be shared within 
the Ste-Flavie municipality and among other communities of the 
surrounding area that may or may not be involved in our CURA.  

In conclusion, I invite you to share with us some of the positive 
moments in your research, which could be interesting to the 
partners of our CURA and for those who read the “Coastal 
Butterfly”.   I wish you a great summer. 

 

The News File continues on the next page, with attention being 

given to the North Shore project through the testimony of Iseult 

Séguin-Aubé. 
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NNNNNNNNEEEEEEEEWWWWWWWWSSSSSSSS        FFFFFFFFIIIIIIIILLLLLLLLEEEEEEEE::::::::        TTTTTTTThhhhhhhheeeeeeee        NNNNNNNNoooooooorrrrrrrrtttttttthhhhhhhh--------SSSSSSSShhhhhhhhoooooooorrrrrrrreeeeeeee        PPPPPPPPrrrrrrrroooooooojjjjjjjjeeeeeeeecccccccctttttttt        

We live in a time of crises : the economic crisis, the ecological 
crisis and so on. The overuse of the term «crisis» contributes 
to peoples’ feelings of being disempowered. After all, a 
“crisis“ must be managed by “experts”.  However, when the 
initial shock of a crisis has passed and the experts have packed 
their bags and moved on, it is the local communities that 
remain confronted with the impacts, both the impacts of the 
original shock and of the recommended solutions. The local 
people are instructed to be resilient, to roll up their sleeves  
and rebuild their district, town or village. 

However, the local capacity for resilience that is so frequently 
discussed does not magically appear.  Certain processes may 
support its emergence whereas others tend to inhibit it. One 
example relates to how legal uncertainties around 
environmental risk in the coastal zone are managed. The 
management style chosen by public authorities may 
contribute to the development of a climate of suspicion or, 
alternatively, public processes may lead to the emergence of a 
feeling of confidence and a sense of common purpose. How 
can we tip the scales towards the positive side?  In my opinion 
– as reflected in the strategic direction taken by our CCC-
CURA project - our approach must be based on a participatory 
process that integrates local citizens into the decision-making 
process. To begin, all parties must develop a common 
comprehension of the problems. Only after this stage is 
complete will it be possible to work together respectfully, 
using action research tools that are properly adapted to the 
local context. 

The Coastal Communities’ Challenge project (CCC-CURA), 
which will deal with risks faced in the coastal zone, is 
therefore consistent with my understanding of community 
resilience.    

 

I have had a passionate interest in the sustainable development 
of communities for several years. This interest led me to 
undertake a Diploma in Community Economic Development at  
Concordia University in 2006. Thereafter, while working with 
the Association of Municipalities in the Eastern Townships, I had 
the opportunity to work on the problem of the exodus of young 
people. While on a study tour of community sustainable 
development in Scotland, I chose to concentrate my energy on 
capacity building at the local government level vis-a-vis the 
effects of climate change. This orientation led me to become 
active in the emerging climate change adaptation movement in 
Quebec, during my field studies in integrated rural 
development. The CCC-CURA came at this stage in my life, when 
I was seeking a new challenge to pursue! 

As a social development practitioner within the project, my 

responsibilities are rather diverse and will evolve further as the 

project unfolds because our strategy is to be flexible and to 

adapt  to reality as lived within the various communities that are 

engaged.  During the first month of work on the project, I 

familiarized myself with the process which will be used for the 

selection of study site communities for the project. The 

following weeks were dedicated to the setting-up of the various 

committees which will compose the governance structure for 

the project, while research tasks moved forward in parallel. If all 

unfolds as envisaged, we will be able to begin dialogues within 

study site communities starting in this coming autumn.  I would 

like to conclude by affirming my great pleasure in being part of 

the CCC-CURA team.  I hope to contribute to the development 

of innovative practices that are adapted to the needs of coastal 

communities affected by emerging risks associated with 

environmental and climate changes. 

 

CCoommmmuunniittiieess  

aaccccoommppaanniimmeenntt  ttoo  ccooaassttaall  

rriisskkss  

Iseult Ségin-Aubé, Social 

Development officer to the Agence 

de la Santé et des Services Sociaux 

de la Côte-Nord 

The North Shore (Pictures:Pierre Couture) 
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WWOORRKKSSHHOOPP  ««  KKnnoowwlleeddggee  ttrraannssffeerrtt  »»  

WWee  tthhaannkk  yyoouu  ffoorr  yyoouurr  aaccttiivvee  aanndd  vveerryy  ccoonnssttrruuccttiivvee  ppaarrttiicciippaattiioonn.. 

The first workshop « Knowledge Transfer » is done. It had as a subject the Outcome mapping. During this workshop, only the stage 

“Intentional design” was approached in order to allow an understanding and an active participation of all partners. The next stage 

will be approached during the next workshops. The difficulties noticed during these workshops were to tackle the fictitious subject 

disconnecting with the individual’s on-the-ground reality.  Also, the strategic map was hard to comprehend for some and it will be 

approached again during the AGM.  

Under Google.docs, you will find the work carried out by each group in the heading “ Workshop Knowledge Transfer”, file 

“Outcome mapping” as well as  the book of Earl et al. in the heading “partners”, under-file “Outcome mapping”. 

You will find the references of this book in the heading READING in page 6, as other references on this subject. 

If you still have questions concerning these workshops or if you want to share your comments in order to improve the workshop do 

not hesitate to contact us. 

 

GGOOOOGGLLEE..DDOOCCSS  

Lot of documents are deposited on your Google.docs 

by the Codirection without sending of email of division 

in order not to flood you email. Check your 

Google.docs account! 

 

The minutes of the meetings of the Coordinating 

committee are also available for all in the heading 

“Partners”, under-file “Coordinating committee” 

 

TTHHEE  LLOONNGGIITTUUDDIINNAALL  PPRROOJJEECCTT  

The longitudinal project of the CCC-CURA launches out 

gradually. The partners of the CCC-CURA can find all 

information necessary to this project on Google.docs. 

You have until June 15 to submit your form 

“Application for working with a community” and 

appendixes to Geraldine. 

WWEEBB  SSIITTEE  

The web site of the CCC-CURA had a makeover! 

 

 

 

The Web site of the CCC-CURA is in the course of 

modification in order to offer a more user friendly design 

that can be updated regularly. Lots of information 

concerning the CCC-CURA will be thus available to all.  

If you wish to see your information appear or to forward 

to us pictures illustrating our territory to colour our Web 

site, contact Geraldine. 

Magdalene Islands (picture : Y.Martinet) 
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC--------CCCCCCCCUUUUUUUURRRRRRRRAAAAAAAA        CCCCCCCCUUUUUUUURRRRRRRRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEENNNNNNNNTTTTTTTT        EEEEEEEEVVVVVVVVEEEEEEEENNNNNNNNTTTTTTTTSSSSSSSS        

VVOOCCAABBUULLAARRYY  

In order to have all the good vocabulary and not to do a mistake in our many partners, this a small lexicon. These 

definitions will be added to the CURA glossary. 

■Partner: All people having signed the code of conduct of the CCC-CURA. 

■Research partner:  Researcher and research collaborators who signed the code of conduct of the CCC-CURA. 

■Partner in practice: In the past called Communities partners. They are the partners belonging to a community 

organization and having signed the code of conduct of the CCC-CURA 

■Field partner: representatives of the communities chosen for the longitudinal project and having signed the code 

of conduct of the CCC-CURA. 

■Researcher of the CCC-CURA: researcher included in the group of the research partners. 

AAGGMM  

TThhee  AAGGMM  22001111  ooff  tthhee  CCCCCC--CCUURRAA  wwiillll  bbee  hheelldd      NNoovveemmbbeerr,,  2244  --  2255tthh  

  QQUUEEBBEECC    ((((QCQCQCQC)))) 

 

The Codirection and the Coordinating Committee are happy to announce that the AGM 2011 will be held in Québec 

in November, the 24 and 25th. 

The format will be different from the last year: 

�The afternoon of November, 24th will be devoted to a definite topic and be held in the form of oral 

presentation, of debates and workshops. This half-day will be open to members of the CCC-CURA ‘s community 

organization and will be followed by a networking cocktail. 

� Friday will be devoted to the CCC-CURA, the year’s assessment, the longitudinal project, the presentation 

of the punctual project and the workshops. 

•Organization: The whole of the AGM will be held at the Sepia hotel. We will forward to you more information by 

email soon. 

 
          Following equalities in the votes, a new survey concerning the themes of the AGA is proposed to you: 
http://doodle.com/m9fc2de7c8razr3s. Thank you to answer it before June 27. 
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Presentation of three members of the Coordinating  

Committee 

PPPPPPPPOOOOOOOORRRRRRRRTTTTTTTTRRRRRRRRAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIITTTTTTTTSSSSSSSS        OOOOOOOOFFFFFFFF        OOOOOOOOUUUUUUUURRRRRRRRSSSSSSSS        PPPPPPPPAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRTTTTTTTTNNNNNNNNEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRSSSSSSSS        

CCAARROOLLIINNEE  CCOOUUTTUURREE, Partner in 

 practice, Agence de la  

Santé et des services sociaux 

de la Côte-Nord 
 
Native of Montérégie, Caroline Couture holds a BA in biology and a 

graduate degree specializing in environmental toxicology at the 

Université du Québec at Montreal and a Master of Environmental 

Health Research and Occupational Health at the University of 

Montreal.She has held several contract positions for environmental 

health research teams in various environments (Upper Mauricie, 

Montreal, James Bay) and on various issues. She has also worked on 

various literature reviews in the field of public health (National Public 

Health Institute of Quebec, Chair of Analysis and Risk Management 

Toxicology, Public Health Department of Terres-Cries-de-la-Baie-

James). Since March 2010, as part of a replacement, Ms. Couture holds 

a position of planning, programming and environmental health 

research officer at the Agence de la santé et des services sociaux de la 

Côte-Nord.The ASSSCN derives its authority from Quebec‘sMinistry of 

Health and Social Services and coordinates the implementation of 

health services and social services in its region. With the CCC-CURA, 

the agency work on the erosion of river banks, which are caused by 

environmental problems and can affect local population health. 

Caroline provides follow-up on each issue with the concerned 

municipality and the Ministry of Citizen and Public Security by looking 

at the situation’s developments and proposing solutions. 

CCHHRRIISSTTOOPPHHEERR  BBRRYYAANNTT,, Research partner, University of Montreal 
 
Christopher holds a doctorate from the London School of Economics and Political Science. He is currently professor and  

director of the Laboratory of Sustainable Development and Territorial Dynamics, Department of Geography, University  

of Montreal and Director of the Canadian Journal of Regional Science. He is an internationally recognized leader in research  

on  rural areas and small towns as well as the transformation of peri-urban areas and their planning and management. He is a Canadian leader 

both in the field of planning and strategic management and cooperation among stakeholders for local development in the area of adaptation of 

human activity to climate change. His research is central to these various problems of analysis of changes in the role of the individual, including 

those who work within the framework of institutions and organizations. Since the early 1990s, his research has focused increasingly on action 

research in the areas of rural resource development and adaptation of agriculture to climate change and local development. This action 

research also focuses on the recovery of degraded farmland and ownership by local and regional actors in the urban fringe. This is used as 

leverage ownership for the multi-functionality of agricultural land by the full range of suburban local and regional actors and the populations of 

these urban regions. 

In the CCC-CURA, he will participate actively in discussions on preferred conceptual frameworks when assessing a project’s targeted 

community’s perceptions regarding climate changes and variability and their estimated before and after vulnerability, the identification of key 

determinants of their adaptability and individual and collective understanding of adaptation processes. This accomplished, it will also support 

the implementation and monitoring of the chosen methodological approaches and the development of innovative tools that support decision 

making in Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM).  

AANNTTOOIINNEE  VVEERRVVIILLLLEE, Partner in practice, 

 ROBVQ 

 

Anthony Verville is the new person  

representing ROBVQ within the  

CCC- CURA.  Like his predecessor, he sits 

 on the Coordination Committee 

 

Antoine has a university degree in international studies and 
modern languages specializing in environment, and a Masters 
degree in professional planning and regional development. 
Prior to joining the ROBVQ team, he held a coordinating role 
in a recreational organization, in addition to having briefly 
worked in regional planning in a local development center. In 
2008 he joined the ROBVQ team, first as project and 
communications manager, then as a program manager, and 
finally as assistant general manager. His main functions 
include coordination of the team and all ROBVQ programs 
and services. He also focuses on developing new programs 
and projects in addition to maintaining relations with ROBVQ 
partners. Finally, Anthony Verville is also collaborating in the 
activities of the Network of Basin Organizations of North 
America (NANBO) as an Executive Assistant. 
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To take part in the next newsletter, 

contact Géraldine before August, 30th 

geraldine_colli@uqar.qc.ca 

Creator : Géraldine Colli,  

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC--------CCCCCCCCUUUUUUUURRRRRRRRAAAAAAAA’’’’’’’’SSSSSSSS        NNNNNNNNEEEEEEEEWWWWWWWWSSSSSSSS        

SSPPEECCIIAALLSS  MMEESSSSAAGGEESS  

TThhaannkkss  yyoouu  ttoo  YYvveess  aanndd  CCaarroolliinnee  ffoorr  tthhee  iilllluussttrraattiioonn  ooff  

tthhiiss  nneewwsslleetttteerr..  

TThhaannkk  yyoouu  ttoo  IIsseeuulltt  ffoorr  hheerr  ppaarrttiicciippaattiioonn  iinn  oouurr  nneewwss  

ffiillee..  

TThhaannkk  yyoouu  ttoo  IIrreennee  ffoorr  hheellppiinngg  wwiitthh  tthhee  ttrraannssllaattiioonn..  

UUPPCCOOMMIINNGG  EEVVEENNTTSS  

  ■May, 19th, May, 27th and June, 2th : Workshop 

« Knowledge transfert » : The Outcome mapping. 

■ June, 16-18 : Annual Meeting of the Coalition-

SGSL. Magdalene Islands, Quebec. 

■June, 26-29: Coastal CURA, “people in place”, 

Halifax (N.E) 

■November, 24-25: AGM of the CCC-CURA. 

Magdalene Islands (picture : Y.Martinet) 

    DDOONN’’TT  FFOORRGGEETT    
  

■Important: The calendar of the CCC-CURA is 

available on our web site. 

■CCC-CURA communication : Danica has left us, and 

the CCC-CURA’s communication efforts are now 

carried out by Géraldine for the next few months. 

 ■ This newsletter is yours. If you want to publish 

information about your organisation or work, 

contact Géraldine. 

RREEAADDIINNGGSS  

 

■ Earl S.Carden F, Smutylo T., 2002. La cartographie des 

Incidences : intégrer l’apprentissage et la réflexion dans 

les programmes de développement. CRDI. 143 pages. 

■ Williams B and Hummelbrunner, sine data.Systems 

concept in action: A practitioners’s toolkit. Standford 

business book.91 pages. 

 

  CCOOAASSTTAALL  ZZOONNEE  CCAANNAADDAA  22001122  

  

Coastal Zone Canada 2012 will take place in 
Rimouski and the CCC-CURA via Steve Plante will 

be a co-president of this event. 
 

Coastal Communities Challenges 
Community-University Research Alliance 

www.costalcommunitieschallenges.org 

 


